This cop shot this 16 year girl on my street. This is terrible and sad af this shit needs to stop 😞
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chris.gavilan 😢😢😢
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SAY HER NAME IT IS NOT #MakiahBryant BUT #MakhiaBryant SHE WAS ONLY 15 YEARS OLD 😞
the white man @ricaindu38 · 1h

#Columbus #Ohio 😥😢 #BlackLivesMatter💔
This is so heart breaking asffff !!! RIP MAKIYAH BRYANT 🙏 #SayHerName #makiyahbryant #rip
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dc_draino Police in Columbus, OH were called because someone was threatening others with a knife. Bodycam footage from one of the 1st officers on scene showed that upon his arrival some of the girls started fighting almost immediately. One tried to stab another with a large knife and an officer shot the violent girl 4 times, killing her before she could mortally harm another. Thankfully, the victim was completely unharmed. It’s a tragedy that the knife-wielding suspect was a teenager, but there was almost no way to know that and she made a horrible decision that cost her life. Regardless, an innocent life was saved.
this motherfucker better get fired & her momma got cameras his bitch ass better go tf downnn!!!! fuck!

Eltara SoGorgeous
And his suit cam also. 😕. They better go over that one, too. 😊.

Lacy Leora
I can't even wrap my brain around what you witnessed today girl. My heart breaks for that sweet angel. Where did this happen?!!! Like wtfffff. Fuck.
livingmy_life58 Serial Killers have no conscience 😕
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jallee3 This is absolutely vile.
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rybos9 @attorneycrump I’m getting the cops name ASAP and I have footage of her getting cpr
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juliet_oscar_yankee01 they turned their comments off
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shawnkmac Lord when does it end!!!
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today has been crazy af r.i.p baby girl 😢😢😢😢

Daisha Shaw
She died

Tay Jones
daisha shaw yeah i know she looked dead when i walked up when they was giving her spr that's why i start goin off on his bitch ass.

Daisha Shaw
Tay Jones omg so fucking sad

Amos Heard
Daisha Shaw I Don't Know

Amos Heard
How She Died
around 3:45 p.m. Some sites gave her name as Makiah Bryant, Makiyah Bryant, or Makhia Bryant, but her mother confirmed to 10tv reporter Lacey Crisp that the correct spelling is Ma’khia Bryant. Other reports gave her age as 15, but her mother told local journalists she is 16.
Screengrab from the Columbus bodycam video. Police & the mayor say the girl in black was attempting to stab the girl in pink. Officer shot the girl in black just after this.

youtube.com/watch?v=Fpnibt...
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Ryan X Bosley
Followed by theavevc, tamikadmallory and kingartscomplex
AUNT
I just did a Lyft ride where I picked up the three girls that were supposedly beating up the girl that got shot last night

ME
Oh heck no